SHARED STAGE

TREY LEE & HKU MUSICIANS

Patrick Yeung, harmonica | Jeffrey Lui, piano | Rosanne Lee, voice | Golda Chan, piano

Cheryl Hui, percussion / marimba | Grammy Yeung, guzheng | Oliver Kwong, soprano

14 MAY 2016, SAT, 7:30PM

Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre
The University of Hong Kong
香港大學李兆基會議中心大會堂

BEETHOVEN
Kwan Sheng-Yau
PIAZZOLLA
Schumann
Respighi
Villa-Lobos
DIC-LUN FUNG
PIAZZOLLA

12 Variations
The Worship
Cafe 1930
Adagio and Allegro
Violin Sonata, 1st movement
"Aria" from Bachianas brasileiras No. 5
Vernal Fragments – Passacaglia on Lament Bass
Grand Tango
Bruno Canino, piano
Gian Paolo Peloso, violin

FREE ADMISSION. Registration Required
www.muse.hku.hk

Programme Enquiry
3917 8165 | museinfo@hku.hk

Supported by
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
The University of Hong Kong

Faculty of Arts
Dr Alice Lam

In collaboration with the University Artists Scheme.
Supported by

Cultural Management Office
The University of Hong Kong

for opera:CA - Approximately 1.1 hours without interval. Programme and artists are subject to change.